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HOMES

Sleep

Malek
blanket,
$365,
Barefoot
Gypsy

Flower waltz
cushion, $49.95,
Shaynna Blaze
for Harris Scarfe

Primo side
table
round,
$695,
Interiors
Online

Finley quilt
cover set,
$199.95
(Queen),
Shaynna Blaze
for Harris
Scarfe

Electra lamp
small canvas
shadow, $455,
Retro Paint
Revival

Mini hanging
planter with
strap, $3,
Kmart

REST ASSURED
Shaynna layers
pillows and cushions
for a luxe vibe

Organic mug,
$28.95,
Robert
Gordon

Carr glass terrarium,
$49.95, Sheridan

Artificial
monsteria plant,
$75, Matt Blatt
60

Cebu rattan rocking
chair, $499.99,
Home Republic
@ Adairs
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EASY
Turn your bedroom into
a serene sanctuary

Tilda breakfast
cushion,
$84.95,
The Stables
@ Zanui

Brass pipe pendant,
$121, NUD @ Fat
Shack Vintage

Stockholm 2017 tray,
$19.99, Ikea

Get the look

Muted tones and folds of
linen create a dreamy oasis

In the navy

TEXT AND STYLING: MARKEETA WADDINGTON, ELLOUISE BAILEY PICTURES: COURTESY OF HARRIS SCARFE
SEE PAGE 85 FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION ALL LINEN FEATURED IS AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT HARRIS SCARFE

Navy’s on the tip of everyone’s
tongue and is the perfect colour
leading into spring and summer.
Shaynna Blaze,
The combination of navy, grey
Interior designer
and white has a fresh, crisp and
elegant feel, and when you combine these colours
the result is striking and dramatic. These colours
also allow you to layer with your own favourite
colours, such as blush or pale blues, for a soft
contrast. Alternatively, you can make a bold
statement with deep greens or raspberry.

Layers of linen

Bailey cushion,
$20, Fantastic
Furniture

Forest rain
cushion,
$49.95,
Shaynna
Blaze for
Harris
Scarfe

Terrariums: Gardens Under
Glass by Maria Colletti,
$29.99, Murdoch Books

Styling a bed is all about creating layers of colour
with sheets, doona covers and cushions. You can
use the same set of linens and cushions to get two
different looks by layering them in different ways.
To create a formal look you should have your top
sheet folded over at least a quarter of the doona
cover, and layer your pillows from European to
standard size, then a row of matching decorator
cushions. For a more casual feel, hug the doona up
tight to the top of the bed and stagger your pillows;
then add decorator cushions that match in colour
but are different in print and texture.

Element of surprise

I love touches of the unexpected in my designs, and
small detailing in the sheets is the perfect surprise.
At first what seems like a little pinstripe in white
or soft grey reveals itself to be a delightful row of
knotted pom-poms. These textures and patterns,
with the addition of decor items, such as plants
or furniture with brass edges, add sophistication.
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